A convenient refill option made with 90% less plastic when compared to regular canisters. Refill wipes are eco-friendly, cost-effective, and easy to store.

How to Use

1. **STEP 1** Remove lid, rinse, and dry
   - After you’ve used the last wipe, remove the canister lid, rinse, and dry the container.

2. **STEP 2** Apply expiry date sticker
   - Remove the expiry date sticker on the refill pouch and place it on your canister.

3. **STEP 3** Insert refill pouch
   - Place the refill pouch inside the empty canister.

4. **STEP 4** Cut pouch
   - Use scissors to carefully cut along the indicator lines.

5. **STEP 5** Pull wipe from roll
   - Pull the wipe, from the middle of the roll, through the lid opening and securely place the lid back on top.

Success & Troubleshooting Tips

- **Refill reminder**
  - Once you have used up your Rescue™ Disinfectant Wipes, you can simply reuse the canister with our refill wipes.

- **Peel and stick**
  - Remember to remove the expiry date sticker from the refill and place it on your canister, this way the expiry date is updated and easy to track.

See labels and reference sheets for a complete list of efficacy claims, contact times, additional features and directions for use.

DISCLAIMER: You must read and follow the instructions on the label for our product and use the product for the particular applications specified on the product label. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Virox Technologies Inc. shall not be liable for any damages whatsoever, arising out of or otherwise in connection with any failure to follow those instructions or any use of its products which is not specified on the product’s label. The instructions on the product label are not a warranty, express or implied, and Virox Technologies, Inc. expressly disclaims any implied warranties, including any warranty of fitness for a particular purpose. Under applicable law, some of the above waivers or disclaimers of warranty, or exclusions of liability for certain types of damages may not apply to you. In such cases, our liability will be limited to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law. AHP® and Design and Accelerated Hydrogen Peroxide® and Design are trademarks of Diversey, Inc.